
OLYMPIAD PREP BOOSTER
English Class 6 Syllabus

Grammar & Vocabulary

Proper, common, collective, abstract, material, gender, singular and plural noun

Personal, possessive, interrogative, demonstrative, distributive, reciprocal, relative
and re�exive pronoun

Finite, in�nite, action, transitive, intransitive, regular and irregular verb, modal
verbs, auxiliary verbs, semi modals

Proper, quality, quantity, number, possessive, distributive, interrogative and
demonstrative adjectives, degrees of comparison 

Correct use of articles in sentences and passage

Simple, double and compound prepositions

Adverbs of time, place, manner, frequency and degree

1.   Nouns

2.   Pronouns

3.   Verbs

4.   Adjectives

5.   Articles

6.   Prepositions

7.   Adverbs

Coordinating, correlative, and  subordinating conjuctions

Some Common Pre�x & Suffix

Main verb, helping verb, subject, object and predicate of a sentence. Affirmative,
negative, interrogative, exclamatory and imperative sentences. Simple, complex
and compound sentences, phrases and clauses. Grammatical validity of sentences,
knowledge of subjects, objects & predicate of a sentence

8.   Conjunctions

9.   Pre�x, Suffix

10.   Sentences

Direct & indirect speech for changes in reporting verb, modals, tenses. Rules for
changes in place and time. Direct and indirect speech involving changes in pronouns.
changes of interrogative, exclamatory and imperative sentences to Indirect speech 

15.   Direct & Indirect Speech

11.   Words Pair & Odd
        One Out

Pairs of word having:
1.  Same spelling                2.  Same pronunciation                3.  Same meaning

Identifying odd one out

12.   Tenses

Correcting given passage using appropriate punctuation13.   Punctuations

Voices of simple, present, past and future tenses, voices of present continuous and
past continuous tenses

14.   Voices
        (Active & Passive Voice)

Simple past, present and future tenses. Present, past and future continuous tenses.
Present, past and future perfect tenses



Reading Comprehension
 1. Passage 2. Story 3. Poem

Writing Skills
 1. Paragraph Writing 2. Message Writing 3. Essay Writing

 4. Letter Writing 5. Notice Writing 6. Diary Entry

 7. Picture composition

Communication Skills
 1. Spoken & Written Expression 2. Dialogue Completion 3. Responding to a Situation etc.

At least three synonyms and antonyms of given words

Study, group, people, profession and science related one word substitutions 

16.   Synonyms & Antonyms

17.   One Word Substitution

Meaning of commonly used idioms and their appropriate use in sentences. Noun,
verb and prepositional phrases

18.   Idioms & Phrases

Words with similar spellings. Spelling bee tests19.   Spelling Test


